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Trans Austria Gasleitung GmbH

Trans Austria Gasleitung Gmbh (TAG) is a leading Austrian gas transmission system operator (TSO) and 

an important partner for the Austrian and European gas supply and other grid-based renewable forms of 

energy such as biogas and hydrogen. The core business is the transport of gas and the operation and 

maintenance of gas pipelines and facilities for the reliable and secure supply of energy to Austria and 

neighboring countries. The Company is an important European interconnector with 50 years of experience, 

as the pipeline system allows for gas transport in both directions: from Austria to Italy and neighboring 

countries, as well as in the opposite direction. The pipeline system, comprising three parallel pipelines with 

connected stations, with a total length of 1,140 km, is the longest high-pressure network in Austria. As part 

of the "H2 Readiness of the TAG Pipeline System” project, it is planned to convert one of these three strands 

to transport pure hydrogen by 2030. The Italian Company Snam S.p.A. has a share of 84,47 % and the 

Austrian company Gas Connect Austria GmbH has a share of 15,53% in the Trans Austrian Gasleitung 

GmbH. TAG is shareholder of PRISMA and member of ENTSOG, GIE, OGMP, European Hydrogen 

Alliance and European Hydrogen Backbone, as well as a partner of the hydrogen initiatives 

SouthH2Corridor and SunsHyne Corridor.

company data

employees: 50 - 250

legal form: Gesellschaft mit beschränkter Haftung

commercial register number: 122567x

founding date: 1972

member of cluster: H2

 

export countries:

Western, Central and South-Eastern Europe

references:

Shareholders of TAG are the Italian company Snam S.p.A (84.47%) and the Austrian company Gas 
Connect Austria GmbH (15.53%).
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As a member of the Association of Gas- and District Heating Supply Companies, TAG GmbH has the 
possibility to contribute to current questions and matters regarding natural gas. 
On European level, TAG GmbH is a member of ENTSO-G (European Network of Transmission System 
Operators for Gas).
Additionally, TAG GmbH is shareholder of PRISMA European Capacity Platform GmbH.

products and services:

Energy transportation

research and innovation

Innovation project: "H2 Readiness of the TAG Pipeline System" within the PCI projects "SoutH2 Corridor"

 

contact information

street: Wiedner Hauptstrasse 120 - 124

ZIP code: 1050

city: Wien

country: Österreich

phone: +43 1 597 5116

email: tag@taggmbh.at

website: https://www.taggmbh.at

contact: Florian Ahammer

function:

phone: +43 1 597 5116 58094

email: f.ahammer@taggmbh.at

contact: Roberto Tebaldi

function:

phone: +43 1 597 5116 58145

email: r.tebaldi@taggmbh.at

competences and specialization

biogas

energy transportation

Hydrogen

renewable energy

TSO

Disclaimer

Standortagentur Tirol offers information to the general public concerning Tirol as science and business location as well as related topics from its activities. This website 

also features the possibility to download documents provided by Standortagentur Tirol and links to other electronic media. The content of this website does however not 

substitute the personal contact with employees of Standortagentur Tirol.
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Regardless of extraordinary diligence in selection and performance we do not assume liability for any errors that may be included in the content of this website. Also, we 

do not assume liability for the content of external links. The provider of external links and sites is solely responsible for its content.

The content and work of this website is subject to Austrian copyright law. Contributions from third parties are identified as such. Duplication, editing, dissemination and 

any kind of exploitation outside the limits of copyright law necessitates the approval of the respective author. Downloads and copies of this site are only permitted for 

private use, not for commercial purposes.


